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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study is to analyze and measure the 
intermediate grade child's ability in speed to locate words 
in the dictionary. 
While a number of studies have been made in the diction-
ary field to determine diacritical markings, pronounciation, 
word meaning, and enrichment, investigations related to the 
speed of location appear not to have been considered. 
l 
Yet Gray states : 
There are three major classes of basic diction-
ary skills. It is first of all neces?ary that the 
reader be able to locate the word he needs to find 
.••. To locate words rapidly, he must learn to 
turn to the first part of the dictionary for words 
beginning with a, b~ c, d, to the middle for words 
l, m, n, and to the last part for those that begin 
with r, s, t and so on. 
Dictionaries should be regarded as an important tool in 
aiding children to gain power in handling work-work more in-
dependently. There is need for greater understanding and 
knowledge of how the dictionary can be made a more useful 
tool. Children appear confused and to have little concept 
of how to use a dictionary with adequate speed and ease. 
1
·w . S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading (New York: Scott 
Foresman and Company, 1948), pp. 108-110. 
- l -
An important part in learning to use the dictionary with 
assurance is to teach the child to locate words quick ly. 
For whatever purpose the child uses the dictionary, ease in 
locating words is essential to success. 
2 
Study of the problem indicated that an analysis of the 
s p eed of locating words in the dictionary would be a valu a b le 
factor in the field. 
The actual use of t h e school dictionaries by the entire 
group, as carried out in this study, rather than a paper-
pencil test, would tend to be more revealing. Therefore, 
the study was an analysis to determine: 
1. How efficiently and with what degree of ~peed ch il-
dren in Grade V and Grade VI are able to locate words in 
dictionaries. 
2. Where in this needed skill does the difficulty arise. 
a. Alphabetical order of the dictionary. 
b. Alphabetical sequence of letters in word. Second 
letter, third letter, fourth letter or fifth letter. 
c. Guide word. 
3. Whether degree of intelligence is a prime factor in 
pupils' speed ability to locate words in the dictionary. 
4. VVhether the pupil improves or retains his rate of 
speed when he transfers skill of locating word from one type 
dictionary to another, when a lapse of time l1as occurred 
after t he first encounter of word in the other dictionary. 
3 
(Webster-Winston; Winston-Webster) 
a. Is there a difference of time in locating word 
in Webster dictionary when previously located 
in Winston dictionary? 
b. Is there a difference of time in locating word 
in Winston when previously located in Webster 
dictionary? 
Review of Research 
There appears to be little publication in the study and 
experimenting in the field of speed and ability to locate 
words in the dictionary . 
A number of studies have been carried out in pronouncia-
tion, diacritical marking, the ability and time needed to 
learn the diacritical marks in the dictionary, also the study 
of the dictionary in word development. Opinions of various 
authorities seem greatly in favor as to the advisability and 
necessity to teach this dictionary skill, namely, speed of 
locating word, adequately. 
2 Sachs, in answer to questions based on an experiment 
to "determine whether too much reliance is placed in the 
dictionary method of increasing one's vocabulary,n drew as 
an inference the need to determine: 
2 
H. J. Sachs, "Dictionary Habit and Growth in Vocabulary, 1 
College English, 4:60-63, October, 1942. 
4 
1. How long it takes a child (pupil) to find a word in 
the dictionary and to understand definitions. 
2. What dictionaries are best suited to grade level. 
3 Armstrong declared, "No school genuinely interested in 
the well-rounded development of students ignores dictionary 
work. A dictionary is a complicated book in which to find 
one's way about. Some instruction in its use is both desira-
ble and necessary." 
Kelly4 stressed, "the two major tasks of school are: 
1. Child must grasp basic abilities, to read, write, do arith-
metic. 2. The school must develop in the child the ability 
to find quickly and adequately, additional facts needed, to 
do this. Reference skills are essential." By learning to 
use the dictionary the child acquires a technique which is of 
inestimable value throughout his life. 
He lists seven skills to be taught in dictionary know-
ledge. These skills are in general headings: 1. The ability 
to find words when arranged alphabetically. 2. The ability 
to handle dictionary effectively. 3. The ability to find out 
how to pronounce words. 4. The ability to use dictionary to 
insure correct spelling. 5. The ability to determine meaning. 
6. The ability to make use of various grammatical information. 
3D. Armstrong, "Dictionary Work," Elementary English 
Journal, 43:490-492, November, 1945. 
4Victor Kelley, 11 The Use of the Dictionary in the Elemen-
tary School, 11 Elementary English Review, 43 and 44:17-19, 1936. 
5 
7. The ability to use information from pages at front and 
back of dictionary. 
that: 
In teaching the use of the dictionary one must remember 
The pupil must be introduced to the dictionary 
study by carefully graduated steps, just as in any 
complex skill. A single use of the dictionary should 
be taught at one time, but ultimately all uses must 
be taught appropriate to the grade. Dictionary drill 
must be meaningful; it must be interesting and re-
veal variety. Children must have opportunity to use 
the words located. The teacher must develop the 
habit, too. 
5 
Handlan emphasizes this in her study in word development 
when she states, "teachers today feel they must stress vocabu-
lary building--but interest alone does not suffice." Some 
schools are doing an honest and realistic job of helping 
students acquire a socially useful and satisfying vocabulary. 
In such schools, teachers are aware that "teaching vocabulary 
is not a simp le and easy drill process." The individual 1 s 
experiences control the meaning of his words, communication 
deepens and widens his understanding. The primary essential 
to consider is to teach students independence in word attack. 
In using the dictionary it is our duty to point out the 
strengths and weaknesses of the dictionary. Doing this will 
help him to use the dictionary effectively. Drill work is 
helpful but must be related. The word must be put back into 
5 B. Handlan, 11Vocabulary Development," Elementary Eng lish 
Review, 23:250- :357 , December, 1946. 
6 
context to determine the meaning. 
Adler6 infers that to make the most of a dictionary one 
must know how to read it. One does not use the dictionary as 
frequently as one should. "How to read a dictionary is as 
essential as how to read a book." The primary purpose or in-
tention of the dictionary is to help in reading books that 
might otherwise be too difficult because of the vocabulary . 
The art of reading a dictionary consists in knowing which 
heading is being searched for. It is a self-help book, be-
cause it tellsone how to pay attention to and how to interpret. 
7 
Russell and Anderson substaniate this in answering ques-
tions on ways to build larger vocabularies in the middle 
grades. The questionnaire results indicated that dictionary 
work is the favored method of teaching vocabulary building. 
Sachs 8 feels that dictionary study is highly recommended 
among specific ways of building vocabulary. 
Hovious 9 cautions that even if children do consult the 
dictionary in the building of good vocabulary skills, "they 
6M. Adler, "How to Read A Dictionary," Saturday Review 
of Literature, 24 :3, December 13, 1941. 
7D. Russell and M. Anderson, "Professional Opinions about 
Basic Reading Program in Middle and Upper Grades in the Elemen-
tary Schools," Elementary School Journal, 43:81-88, October, 
1945. 
8 
H. H. Sachs, "Reading Instruction in Secondary School," 
Research Bulletin of National Education Association, 20:27-28, 
January, 1942. 
9 C. Hovious, "What Words Mean," The Clearing House, 
19:403-407, March 1945. 
need the help of the teacher to give life, substance, and 
reality to the cold verbal corpses in the dictionary." 
As previously stated few studies have been made in the 
7 
research field of dictionary skills. Much remains to be done. 
10 
Among the few studies made are those by House pertaining to 
diacritical marking and pronounciation skills. 
In his experiment carried out in Grades V and VI to de-
termine the pupil's ability to learn diacritical marking, 
he found by testing at end of the experiment that pupils low 
in language, reading, and spelling achievement were low in 
dictionary skills and learned slowly. Sixth grade pupils 
were more ready to learn. The concensus of the teachers 
indicated Grade VI was the best level to learn the system of 
marks and blends in working for independent analysis. Chil-
dren with below 75 I.Q. and those who were unsuccessful in 
classroom work were excused from the experiment. 
In his second study in the same field he further evidences 
that the ability to use diacritical marks is indicative of 
the pupil's independence in word pronounciation. Good elemen-
tary schools aim to make pupils increasingly independent. 
The tests were not adequate to o btain pupil's ability to use 
diacritical marks but were sufficient to determine that pupils 
in Grade IV learned little and were unable to use the · "marks n 
10 R. House, 11 The Number of Days Required to Achieve Com-
plete Learning of the Webster System of Diacritical," Journal 
of Experimental Education, 13:15-19, September, 1944. 
II 
8 
effectively in pronouncing words. 11 
In the experiment learning to pronounce words, conducted 
12 
by the same writer, the conclusion pointed out that sixth 
grade pupils with an intellig ence quotient of 90 or above 
can master the Webster phonetic respelling using the diacriti-
cal markings when drill method has been taught. Children re-
spond to systematic instruction. However, dictionaries at 
their best are difficult. They produce confusions and many 
difficulties are created by different companies using many 
types of marks. 
Reading authorities stress the importance of good die-
tionary habits in the development and growth of vocabulary. 
13 Trabue stressed the need for dictionary training. 
Dictionary instruction should include training 
the individual to determine whether a fact from the 
dictionary is to be used for the moment or to be 
memorized for later use. It should include the 
habit of having the dictionary at hand for immediate 
reference. Periods of teaching should include in-
struction in alphabetical arrangement by first two, 
then three letters of words, and finding words in 
the glossary and smaller dictionaries . 
11R. House, "Do Pupils Learn to Use Diacritical Marks," 
Journal of Educational Research, 37:352-355, January, 
1944. 
12R. House "Learning to Pronounce Words in the Inter-
mediate Grades, ft Elementar'l School Journal, 45:45-47, Septem-
ber, 1944. 
13M. R. Trabue, 11 Use of the Dictionary," Teaching LanguagJ. 
in the Elementar~ School, Forty-third Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part II, Chapter 8, pp. 
187-193. 
9 
To quote from Betts 114 passages on "Dictionary Usage" 
the dictionary technique is essential to develop 
as it is an aid to pronounciation and getting mean-
ing. In promoting the dictionary habit it is neces-
sary to include: 
1. Ability to recognize letters and to remember 
their alphabetical sequences. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. To be able to use guide words with facility. 
McKee15 stated that the first essentials in dictionary 
development is to teach 
1. Alphabetization. 
2. Which one-third or one-fourth of a dictionary 
should be opened to in beginning to find a word in 
the dictionary list. 
3. The meaning and use of the respelling or 
phonetic spelling that follows in parenthesis each 
word in the dictionary list. 
4. Meaning and use of accent mark. 
5. Meaning and use of the pronounciation key. 
6. The selection of meaning that fits best. 
7. Meaning and use of guide words. 
8. The finding of a word in an alphabetical list 
according to the third letter. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
16 Gray contends that 
14E. A. Betts, Foundation of Reading Instruction (New 
York: American Book Company, 1946), Chapter XXIX , p. 583. 
l5p. McKee, The Teaching of Reading (Boston: Hought on 
Mifflin Company, 1948), Chapter XI, p. 366. 
16Gray, ££· cit., pp. 108-110. 
10 
. . • • after determining the general part of the 
dictionary in which the word will be found, the child 
will find that the guide words are important • • • • 
The guide words not only require knowledge of their 
own function but the basic skill involved is essen-
tially that of recognizing alphabetical order. The 
child needs to know that sequence of letters in an 
alphabetical list is determined by all letters in 
a word up to and including the one that is not to 
be found in the same position in the preceding word. 
Kelly17 placed emphasis upon the ability to find words 
when arranged alphabetically involves the ability to arrange ~ 
alphabetically in serial order A-Z; the ability to give one 
or two letters which come before or after each letter of 
alphabet; ability to group words according to letter of alpha-
bet with which they begin; ability to g roup words by 2nd, 3rd, 
4th letter so on until t h e end of word. 
Under the second skill: the ability to handle dictionary 
effectively the following essentials are given: the ability 
to open the dictionary quickly to the correct letter; know-
ledge of thumb i ndex and how to use it; knowledge of guide 
words. 
18 Durrell states , 
Observation of a child locating dictionary 
word s often reveals limited skill in using guide 
words,--in noticing second and third letters of 
words which indicate to go forward or backward in 
the pagesor columns •••• Observation of a child 
locating words reveals that he is uncertain of the 
general position of the individual letters in the 
1 7Kelly, ££· cit., pp. 17-19 . 
1 8D. D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities 
( New York : World Book Company, 1940T, pp. 248-249. 
alphabet. 
A speed test • . •• for locating words in 
the dictionary will reveal that some children are 
extremely slow while others are more rapid. 
11 
In the light of the review of research in the dictionary 
field it is apparent that stress is given to the need for 
developing the ability of the pupil to locate words in the 
dictionary. This skill seems to be a ·primary factor, in all 
grades, for the ultimate success in the use of the dictionary. 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF TESTS 
It was determined at the beginning of the study that a 
dictionary test would be constructed which would actually in-
volve the use of the school dictionaries, rather than a paper-
pencil type test. 
Locating words in an actual dictionary would necessitate 
knowing and using the skills needed for alphabetical order, 
the use of guide words, and the alphabetical sequence of let-
ters within the word. Locating the words in the dictionary 
itself would be related more closely to the learning experi-
ences of the classroom and less of a test situation in speed 
than an otherwise constructed test. The children would be 
actually handling and using the dictionary. They would be 
locating words that were arranged in an equal and uniform 
method, standard to all those who ever encounter a word in 
the dictionary. 
Two standard school dictionaries were used in the test. 
These dictionaries are used exclusively in the schools. All 






This would give primarily: 
All classes in the fifth and sixth grades (chosen for 
the test) would have an equal opportunity to use the diction-
ary that was in use in t ha t classroom. Secondly: All groups 
would have equal opportunity to use a dictionary that had 
been used occasionally, but not constantly in the classroom . 
This presented an opportunity that created a fair comparison 
and enabled conclusions t o be drawn which measured the group's 
speed ability in locating words in the dictionary. 
The two school dictionaries used in the study were the 
Webs ter's Elementary Dictionary1 and the Winst on Simplified 
2 
Dictionary for Schools. 
In building the dictionary word test it was decided to 
use words which were actually met by children in everyday 
reading lessons. A word was not chosen or selected merely 
because it appeared on a certain dictionary page or because 
it was the fourth word listed in column one. The words were 
taken from among the vocabularies of the basic readers, used 
in f ourth, fifth and sixth grades, with the greatest number 
of words taken from the following basic reading systems: 
Scott Foresman Days and Deeds Grade V 
People and Progress Grade VI 
1Webster's Elementary Dictionary (New York: Ameri can Book 
Company, 19a5). 
2The Winston Simplified Dictionary for Schools (Chicago: 
John c. Winston Company, 1936). 
Row Peterson Company 
Laidlaw Company 
Singing Wheels Grade IV 





Word representatives of the entire alphabetical range 
were selected, some "color" words were chosen to give interest 
and lilt to the task; words were selected that would frequent-
ly have to be located in the dictionary by children, for 
meaning, syllabication or analyzation, as the child would be 
introduced to them in his reading experiences. 
After the words had been selected they were classified 
in the following manner~ six words for each letter of the 
alphabet, a word that occurred at the beginning of the alpha-
betical order, the middle and the end. 
Example A = ache approximate avoid 
accustom appointment aviation 
(See page 57, Appendix for complete list . ) 
To ascertain organized distribution the alphabet was divided 
i n to equal parts to place words in the sequence of beg inning, 
middle, end of alphabet. 
Alphabet--Beginning A B C D--E F G H 
Middle I J K L--M N 0 p 





Words were listed and placed in correct order until grouping 
was completed. (See alphabetical division, page 57, Appendix.) 
As part of the test was to determine whether the child 
h ad difficulty in going from the beginning to the end, or the 
end to the beg inning , or middle of the dictionary to locate 
a word, the next step was to divide words into a alphabetical 
rotative order. As two dictionaries were used, two test lists 
were formulated from the words chosen. Each list had an equal 
distribution of words for the beginning , middle and end of the 
alphabetical arrangement of the dictionary, to give ample 
samp ling of t h e ability to use the dictionary in locating 
words. 
The letters were divided in this order repres entative of: 
A-0 and E-U Be g inning and end of dictionary 
R-B and V-F End and beg inning of dictionary 
K-S and 0-W Middle and beginning and end of die-
tionary 
L-D and P-H Middle and end and beginning of die-
tionary 
(See division of alphabet, page 56, Appendix.) 
This e nabled the words to be listed on the test sheets i n a 
systematic procedure. 
Two sets of eight (8) tests each would constitute the 




Test I II III IV 
A R K L 
I J c T 













The lists included guide words found in each dictionary to 
determine ability to use this s kill . 
The total number of 140 words were grouped in the pre-
16 
ceding method and listed under two test lists comprised of 
eight tests. Nine (g) words on each of six lists, and eight 
words on two lists, namely for letters K-S and P-H. The words 
were arranged in rotative order on each test. (See test, 
page 62, Appendix.) List I comprised of words for Webster 
dictionary. List II comprised of words for Winston dictionary. 
The tests contained a column for recording the dictionary 
page (on which the word was located) and a second column for 
recording the number of seconds taken to locate the word in 
the dictionary. This required the minimma of writing and 
little waste in the time element. The pupil needed only to 
write two series of numbers, page number, number of seconds. 
To avoid all possible obstacles and to save time in 
recording accurately and with s peed it was determined to have 
no interruption by giving instructions or calling attention 
to time once the pupil had started the test. Instructions 
were simple, enabling the pupil to complet e test with a mini-
mu~ of exertion and confusion. The explorati on required the 
r 
L 
pupil to start with the first word on the list, to look it 
up in the dictionary to be used, to record the dictionary 
page on which word occurred, to record the time and then to 
proceed to the next word. To take each word in order (not 
to skip around) until list of 9 or 8 words was completed. 
In this way individual speed ability was computed. The 
exruniner recorded the time by using 5 second (5 11 ) units. 
17 
The time was continuously recorded on the blackboard, until 
each member of the group had completed the test list. In us-
ing this method of recording, it eliminated to a minimum the 
confusion and distraction of pupils from the rate of speed. 
The tests were arranged to combine the two lists which 
, gave all an opportunity to use both dictionaries. Rotation 
of List I to List II or List II to List I enabled each group 
to use both dictionaries. The group starting with Webster 
List I then used Winston List II. The other group began with 
Winston List II and then used Webster List I. By so doing 
all children were exposed to all words in both dictionaries. 
After a lapse of time the groups having used Webster 
List I first were retested on Winston List II only and the 
Winston group for List I were retested on Webster list only, 





Plan of Proced~~e 
As dictionary skills are emphasized and taught in the 
intermediate grades, it was a logical conclusion to administer 
the dictionary tests in Grades V and VI. Each pupil in these 
grades has a dictionary in his desk, ready for his immediate 
need and use. 
In Grade V children begin to use the dictionary regularly 
and systematically in connection with spelling, reading, social 
studies and other subjects. In Grade VI children have had 
definite instruction in the use of the dictionary and have 
had a year's experience in using it. They too use it con-
tinually in connection with spelling, reading and other sub-
jects. 
Therefore the decision to administer the dictionary tests 
in these two grades would make it possible to note the speed 
ability of each grade. 
As the factor of intelligence and its effect upon speed 
ability was to be determined, the results of the Kuhlmann-
Anderson intelligence tests were used. Intelligence quotients 
were obtained from these tests for each individual. 
Grade V results were based upon results of tests ad-
ministered in March 1947. 
Grade VI results were based upon results of tests ad-
ministered in January 1949. 
• 
19 
The tests for this study were administered, by the 
writer, in Grades V and VI. A larg e elementary school in a 
suburban town was selected. Two classrooms in each grade 
were selected . 
Classroom I Grade v 32 pupils 
Classroom II Grade v 33 pupils 
Classr oom I Grade VI 32 pupils 
Classr oom II Grade VI 33 pupils 
Total number of pupils 130 
The children in Classroom I, Grade V had used the Winston 
dictionary exclusively in the work which required dictionary 
skills; Classroom II, however, used Webster exclusively. 
Classroom I, Grade VI, used the Webster but had been intro-
duced to dictionary skills in Grade V through Winston's dic-
tionary. Classroom II in Grade VI used Webster's as the former 
but had also used it in Grade V. This gave both dictionaries 
an equal value in the test. 
Test Period I. 
Identical tests for each dictionary were administered in 
each classroom, but the tests were rotated, so that pupils 
who used the Winston started with that dictionary and rotated 
to the Webster . Those more familiar with the Webster began 
with it, then rotated to Winston. (See Appendix for tests . ) 
20 
Test Period II. 
After a lapse in time, of one month, the tests were re-
peated, but the"writer administered the Webster Word List to 
gained, lost, or retained his speed ability when locating 
words which had previously been located in another type of 
dictionary. 
After the administration of the tests, they were checked 
for the following items: 
1. Accuracy in finding the correct dictionary page number. 
2. The number of seconds required to find each word. 
This was computed by finding the differences between the number 
of seconds for each word. 
3. An average per word was found for each sub-test . 
4. I. Q. . range for each grade. 
It was necessary to set up separate data sheets for each 
sub-test. The data sheet (see Appendix) gave each word in 
the entire test and the required number of seconds needed for 
location of each word. 
Administration of Tests. 
Test Period I: 
Tests Used 
Grade V Classroom I 
Grade VI Classroom I 
~List II for Winston rotating 






)List I for Webster rotating 
(to List II for Winston 
The tests were given during the same period of days, in 
each classroom. The following directions were read: 
Today we are to have a new type of test. It 
is something you have not done before. All the other 
boys and girls in Grade V and VI will do it. 
It is a t est to determine your ability for look-
ing up words in the dictionary. 
I should like to know how well and how rapidly 
boys and girls can locate words. 
We shall use two dictionaries. 
Will you frlace your dictionary on your desk. 
Now take "this' dictionary (opposite) and place it 
on the other side of your desk. You will need 
to use both dictionaries; first one than the other. 
I shall pass the tests. Wait until we are all 
ready. Fill in the information at the top of the 
page. 
Now--Look at the sample page to see how you 
will proceed. We will do this word together. 
The word is "baseball." 
When I say 11 Go, 11 look · the word up in your 
dictionary as fast as you can. Go. 
(Wa.it until all have found it.) What page is 
11 baseball 11 on? Write the page number in the column 
marked "Page number." Look at the board, what num-
ber is recorded? Write it in Column 2 marked "Time." 
It is the number of seconds you needed to look up 
the word. 
Do you understand how to proceed? 
Look up your word. 
You write down the dictionary page number. 
Then look at the blackboard--! shall be re-
cording the time. I shall use "seconds." Write 
the last number you see, in Column 2 on your test. 
Then continue immediately to the next word; do the 
same for each word. Don't skip. 
Are there any questions? (Answer) 
Now turn to your first page of the test. 
The first word is ache I shall read each 
accustom 
word on the page. Look at each word as I read it. 
Repeat: 
same. 
Begin with the first word t~~~~stom 1 Look it up. 
Write dovm the page number. 
Then the time: 
Immediately proceed to the next word and do the 
Take one word after the other. 
Keep working until you have finished this list. 
Wait quietly if you finish before others. 
(Record time ever-y 5 seconds (5!1) until all 
pupils have completed.) 
Now, turn to List (I-II). Take your other 
dictionary. --
You will do exactly the same, as you have just 
done--only use ~ dictionary. 
Repeat latter part of directions. 
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Test Period II: 
Today you will locate one list of words you 
found some time ago in the dictionary. 
You recall how you marked the number of the page 
of your dictionary upon which the word was found ? 
How you recorded your time? 
Today we will do the same, only you will use the 
dictionary as you have already found 
these words in 
------------------
Remember. Do not skip around. 
after the other. 
I shall record the time in seconds. 
Write down the page number in column marked nPage 11 
Write down the time in column marked 11 Time. 11 
Wait quietly when you finish. 
I will read the words on this page. Listen 
carefully. 
Ready go. 
(Record time . ) 
One hundred thirty ( 130) children were given the dic-
tionary test s . One hundred nine (109) completed the entire 
tests successfully. In preparing for the final analysis it 
was necessary to discard twenty-one (21) tests for the fol-
lowing reasons: 
1. Ten (10) children were absent for the g reater portion 
of the test periods. 
2. Two {2) children (I. Q. range 75-82) 11 copied 11 series 
of tests from others seated near them. 
3. Six (6) children (I.Q. range 74-88) failed to com-
plete beyond four (4) words on each list and continually 
skipped words. 
4. One (1) child (I.Q. 102) failed to complete beyond 
five (5) words on each list. 
5. Two (2) children (I.Q. 114 and 132) consistently 
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mixed the sequence order of test words. (It was of importance 
to note that the pupil with highest intelligence quotient of 
the entire group tested failed to succeed. He became absorbed 
in words of the dictionary and continued to read.) 
CF...APTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data was analyzed to determine: 
1. How efficiently and with what degree of speed chil-
dren in Grade V and Grade VI are able to locate words in 
dictionaries. 
2. VVhere in this skill does the difficulty arise: 
a. Alphabetical order of dictionary. 
b. Alphabetical sequence of letters in word--second 
letter, third letter, fourth letter or fifth letter 
c. Guide words. 
3. Whether degree of intelligence is a prime factor in 
pupil's speed ability to locate words in the dictionary. 
4. Whether the pupil improves or retains his rate of 
speed when he transfers skill of locating one word from one 
dictionary to another, when a lapse of time has occurred 
after first encounter of word in another dictionary. 
a. Is there a difference of time in locating word in 
Webster dictionary when previously located in 
Winston dictionary. 
b. Is there a difference of time in locating word in 




Table I shows the seconds required by pupils in Grade 
V to locate words in the dictionary. 
The speed ranges from 20 seconds to . 75 seconds. 
TABLE I 
GRADE V. SPEED ABILITY TO LOCATE WORD IN DICTIONARIES 
Distribution of Seconds Required 
for Location of Word in Dictionary 
Word No. Interval of Seconds 
List Cases 
20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 
List I 49 17 22 10 0 
List II 49 16 23 9 l , Classroom I 25 




Mean = 38 seconds per word 
The mean numqer of seconds required to locate a word 
is 38 seconds. 
34 percent require less time than 38 seconds. 
20 percent require more than 38 seconds. 





I Table II shows the seconds required by pupils in Grade 
~~ VI to~:c:::e:0:~:: :::md~:t::::::~ to 60 seconds. 
TABLE II 
GRli.J)E VI. SPEED ABILITY TO LOCATE WORDS IN DICTIONARIES 
Distribution of Seconds Re quired 
for Location of Word in Dictionary 
Word No . I n terval of Seconds 
List Cases 20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 
List I 60 26 29 5 0 
List II 60 17 28 15 0 Classroom I 30 
Total Classroom II 30 
120 43 57 20 0 -Lists 60 
cases 
Mean - 37 seconds per word 
The mean number of seconds required in Grade VI to 
locate a word is 37 seconds per word. 
36 percent require less time than 38 seconds. 
17 percent require more than 38 seconds . 






Table III is a comparison of the pupil ' s ability to 
find words using varied alphabetical orders, indicating 
where difficulty arises. 
TABLE III 
GRADE V. ABILITY IN THE USE OF THE ALPHABETICAL 
ORDER OF THE DICTIONARY 
No . Test Total 
28 
Alphabet Cases Part I Part II Mean Scores 
A-Q. E-U 
Beginning-End 98 39 sees 
44 34 
R-B V-F 
End- Beginning 98 47 34 40 sees 
K-S 0-W 
Middle-Beginning-End 98 4 0 32 36 sees 
L-D P-H 
Middle -End-Beginning 98 35 sees 37 33 
Children in Grade V have greatest difficulty in locating 
words when working from last part of alphabet forward to first 
part. There is an apparent lack in this ability. Children 







where difficulty arises. 
TABLE IV 
GRADE VI . ABILITY IN THE USE OF THE ALPHABETICAL 
ORDER OF THE DICTIONARY 
Test 
Alphabet No. Total 
pases Part I Part II Mean Scores 
A-Q E-U 
Beginning-End 120 35 sees 35 34 
R-B V- F 
End- Beginning 120 38 sees 
41 34 
K-S 0-W 
Middle7Beginning-End 120 36 ·sees 
45 32 
L-D P-H 
Middle-End-Beginning 120 37 31 35 sees 
Children in Grade VI have greatest difficulty in locating 
words in the last part of the alphabet. Children are not as 
familiar with the letter order of the last part of the die-
tionary. 
The second difficulty appears in the middle, beginning, 
end of dictionary. There is an apparent lack in these 
'I 
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abilities in Grade VI. 
Table V shows the range of seconds required to locate 
words by the use of the second letter, third letter, fourth 
letter and fifth letter when locating a word in the die-
tionary. 
TABLE V 
GRADE V. ABILITY IN THE USE OF ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE OF 
LETTERS WHEN LOCATING THE WORD IN THE DICTIONARY 
Type No. Interval of Seconds Mean Seconds 
of of Required 
Word Words b-15 20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 80-95 for Each Type 
2nd letter 10 4 5 1 36 sees 
. sequence 
3rd letter 70 30 35 5 35 sees 
sequence 
4th letter 52 9 36 6 1 40 sees 
sequence 
5th letter 8 2 4 2 40 sees 
sequence 
The easiest type of word to locate is the third letter 
sequences. The second letter word is more difficult than the 
third. Children have a difficult time to find the fourth and 
fifth letter sequences when locating words in the dictionary. 
l 
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Table VI shows the range of seconds required to locate 
words by the use of the second letter, third letter, fourth 
letter and fifth letter when locating words in the dictionary. 
TABLE VI 
GRADE VI. ABILITY IN THE USE OF ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE OF 












No. Interval of Seconds 
of 
Words 5-15 20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 80-85 
10 0 4 4 2 
70 2 31 36 1 
52 0 12 35 5 











The easiest type of word to locate is the third letter 
sequence. The second letter word is more difficult than the 
third. Children have a difficult time to locate the fourth 
and fifth letter sequences, when locating words in the die-
tionary. 
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Table VII indicates the ability to use guide words when 
locating words in the dictionary . 
TABLE VII 
GRADE V. ABILITY TO USE GUIDE WORDS IN LOCATING 
WORDS IN THE DICTIONARY 
Type No. Seconds Mean 
of of 
Word Words 20-30 35-45 50-60 Seconds 
2nd letter 1 1 0 25 sees 
3rd letter 7 4 3 31 sees 
4th letter 5 1 4 37 sees 
Children do make use of the guide words when locating 
words in the dictionary. They locate words slightly faster 
by this usage. 
The second letter word is located more readily than 
others. The most difficult letter to use in guide words is 
the fourth. Children are slower in locating words when the 
fourth letter is used. 
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Table VIII indicates the ability of the sixth grade pupil~ 
to use guide words when locating words in the dictionary. 
TABLE VIII 
GRADE VI. ABILITY TO USE GUIDE WORDS IN LOCATING 
WORDS IN THE DICTIONARY 
Type No. Second$ Mean 
of of 
Word Words 20-30 35-45 Seconds 50-60 
2nd letter 1 1 0 25 sees 
3rd letter 7 4 3 31 sees 
4th letter 5 0 5 40 sees 
Children do make use of the guide words . when locating 
words in the dictionary. 
The table indicates that the second letter words are 
located more easily than the third letter word. Difficulty 
is evidenced in location of fourth letter in the guide 
word . 
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Table IX shows the comparison of the mean number of 
seconds required for .each word with the intelligence range 
of pupils in Grade V. 
TABLE IX 
GRADE V. COMPARISON OF THE SPEED IN LOCATING WORDS 
WITH INTELLIGENCE 
Number-- Range of Seconds 
Range of I.Q.. Combined List 5-15 20-30 35-45 50-60 
Mean 
120-129 10 0 8 2 0 28 sees 
110-119 38 0 18 16 4 35 sees 
100-109 32 0 4 "16 12 44 sees 
90-99 18 0 4 11 3 40 sees 
98 
Total Mean I.~. 109.2 
Children within the superior range of intelligence (120-
129 I.Q. ) locate words more rapidly than others. Children 
within the high average range (110-119) tend to do well, but 
have a greater spread in speed ability. Children within the 
average range (100-109) have the greatest difficulty. The 
children in the slow averag e range (90-99) tend to have better 
ability than the average group . 
1\ Intelligence is not always responsible for speed ability I in locati~ words in the dictionary. l_ 
II 
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Table X shows the comparison of the mean number of 
seconds required for each word of the entire test with the 
intelligence range of pupils in Grade VI . 
TABLE X 
GRADE VI. COMPARISON OF THE SPEED IN LOCATING WORDS 
WITH INTELLIGENCE 
Number--








Range of Seconds 
5-15 20-30 35-45 50-60 
0 16 2 0 21 
0 13 16 7 37 
0 9 28 11 41 
0 5 11 2 36 






Children within the superior range of intelligence (120-
129) show excellent skill in locating words. Children within 
the high average rang e (110-119) tend to drop sharply in the 
ability to locate words as compared to superior range. Chil-
dren in the slow average range (90-99) tend to do as well as 
children of high average. Children in the I.Q. mean range do 
more poor•ly than lower group. 
Evidence is that intellig ence is not necessarily a prime 
I ractor in the development of dictionary skill to locate words, 
I 
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but children of superior intelligence have a better developed 
1 
skill and are more capable in mastering dictionary s kill t h an 
the other ranges of intelligence. 
Tab le XI shows the comparison of speed ability between 
the first location of words in the Webster dictionary, and 
after a lapse of time, the location of the "same words" in 
Winston dictionary. 
TABLE XI 
GRADE V. CLASSROOM I. 
COMPARISON OF SPEED ABILITY IN LOCATING WORDS IN 
WEBSTER-WINSTON DICTIONARIES 
Average Word Speed Diction- Average Word Speed 
ary ~0-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 Webster ~0-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 
I Test Test 
Period Period 
II 10 11 4 0 I 13 7 5 0 
No . Cases No . Cases 
II 25 25 
Mean 
= 
44.2 seconds per word Mean 
= 
35.8 
S.D. = 4 . 42 S.D. = 3.68 
Correlation Coefficient = .685 
11 From Table XI it is evident that there is a significant 
1! correlation in time between the two tests. 






used Webster dictionary f'irst . 
Children evidenced less speed requirement to complete 
II I list the f'irst time . 
Table XII shows the comparison of' speed ability between 
the 11 f'irst" location of' words in the Winston dictionary--and 
I af'ter a lapse of' time--the location of' the "same words 11 in the I 
~ Webster dictionary. 
TABLE XII 
GRADE V. CLASSROOM II . 
COMPARISON OF SPEED ABILITY IN LOCATING WORDS IN 
WINSTON-WEBSTER DICTIONARIES 
!Diction- Average Word Speed Diction- Average Word Speed 
~--------------------~ ary ary 
Webster 20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 ~inston 20-30 35-45 50-60 65-75 
Test Test 
I Period Period 
II 13 10 1 0 I 5 12 6 1 
No.Cases No.Cases 
24 24 
IVIean - 33.1 seconds Mean - 42.7 
- -
S.D. = . 272 S.D . = 4.53 
J Correlation Coefficient = .455 
1) 
II ~~ From Table XII it is evident that the correlation coef- I 





Children when first locating word evidenced greater time 
requirement in speed than upon the second location in Webster . 
Children tend to have b e tter success in using Webster . 
Table XIII shows the comparison of speed ability between 
the first location of' words in the Winston dictionary--and 
after a lapse of' time--the location of' the "same words" in 
Webster dictionary. 
_TABLE XIII 
GRADE VI. CLASSROOM I. 
COMPARISON OF SPEED ABILITY IN LOCATING WORDS 
IN WINSTON-WEBSTER 
Average Word Speed 
Plctionar~ Average Word Speed Dictionar"J Seconds Seconds 
Webster 20-30 35-45 50-60 Winston 20-30 35-45 50-60 
Test Test 
Period Period 
II 13 16 1 I '7 15 8 
No.Cases INo.Cases 
30 30 
Mean = 34.0 Mean = 40.49 
S.D. = 2.62 S . D. = 2.05 
Correlation Coefficient = .685 
From Table XIII it is evident that there is a significant 
correlation in time between the two tests. 
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There is apparently no great increase of speed as a 
result of using Webster or Winston first . Pupils tend to 











Tab le XIV indicates the comparison of speed ability be-
tween the first locati on of words in the Webster dictionary--
and after a lapse of time- - the location of the 11 same words 11 
in the Winst on dictionary . 
TABLE XIV 
GRADE VI . CLASSROOM II. 
COMPARISON OF SPEED ABILITY IN LOCATING WORDS 
IN VffiBSTER-WINSTON DICTIONARIES 
Average Word Speed Average Word Speed 
DictionarJ Seconds Dictionary Seconds r-------~~~------~ 
Winston 20-30 35-45 50-60 Webster 20-30 35-45 50-60 
Test Test 
Period Period 
II 16 14 0 I 18 10 2 
No.Cases No . Cases 
30 30 
Mean = 31 . 99 Mean = 31 . 99 
S.D . = 2.21 S.D. = 2.93 
Correlation Coefficient : .852 
From Table XIV it is evident that there is a very high 
II 
I 








There is no increase of speed as the result of using 
Webster first. 
It is evident that the experience in using the dictionary 
in Grade VI tends to eliminate differences between the use 
in types of dictionaries. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUN&~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to determine the inter-
mediate grade child's speed ability to locate words in the 
dictionary. 
1. With what degree of speed are children in Grade V and 
Grade VI able to locate words. \Vhere, in this skill, does 
difficulty arise, in alphabetical order of dictionary, in 
alph abetical sequences of letters in words, in the use of 
guide words. 
2. Whether intellig ence is a prime factor in this ability. 
3. VVhether children retain or gain speed when locating 
words in one dictionary, after a period of time has elapsed, 
having previously found t he same word in another type dic-
tionary. 
One hundred nine chi ldren completed a dictionary test 
which required the rotative use of two standard school dic-
tionaries, Webster Elementary Dictionary and Winston's Simpli-
fied Dictionary for Schools. 
From the data obtained the following conclusions were 
dravm: 
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1. Measurement of Speed: 
The mean degree of speed, required by children in 
Grade V, to locate a word in the dictionary is 38 seconds. 
The mean degree of speed, required by children in 
Grade VI, to locate a word in the dictionary is 37 seconds. 
2. Analysis of Difficulties: 
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a. Ability to use the alphabetical order of the die-
tionary. 
The data evidence indicates there is an apparent 
lack of ability to use this skill with adequacy. The great-
est difficulty occurs in the use of the latter part of the 
dictionary . Children are not familiar with alphabetical order 
in reverse when working from the end to the beginning. 
The sixth grade children have the same difficulty. 
The analysis of data suggests that children become 
insecure when locating words in the less familiar areas of 
the dictionary and rely upon a "roterr order of the alphabet 
to locate a word. 
b . Ability to use alphabetical sequences of letters 
in words. 
Children in Grades V and VI experience difficulty 
when words are encountered whichrequire the use of the second 
letter sequences, the fourth letter sequences, and the fifth 
letter sequences. The latter two require the longest time to 
locate. 
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Location of words dependent upon the third letter 
sequence was found with greater ease and ability. 
Children fail to recognize key letters in words . 
However, it is evident that the short words are 
not necessarily easier to 11 spot 11 than the longer words . The 
length, the particular characteristic of some lengthy words, 
enable a more rapid "spotting" regardless of their letter 
sequences. 
c. Ability to use guide words. 
Children in the intermediate grades use guide words 
with facility. Using the guide word enables them to locate 
the word more rapidly . 
3. Is intelligence a prime factor in speed ability. 
Children within the superior range of intelligence 
evidence rapid success in location of words. 
Children within the high average range drop sharply 
in ability as compared to superior range. 
Children in the slow average range tend to do as well 
as children in the high average range. 
Children in the average range of intelligence have 
poorest developed skill. 
Evidence concludes that children of superior intelli-
gence have a more finely developed degree of ability and are 
more capable to master a complex skill. However, intelligence 
1
1 






Good work habits frequently aid the slow learner and 
a consistent desire to master a task enables pupils to succeed 
in location of words, where "mere" intelligence fails. 
4. Does pupil gain or retain his rate of speed when 
skill is transferred from dictionary to dictionary, after 
the lapse of a period of one month. 
There is apparently no increase in speed as the result 
of using Webster or Winston dictionary first. Tables XI and 
XII indicate that children in Grade V average less time to 
locate words in Webster dictionary. This is all the more 
significant when one realizes the pupils in Table XI were 
more familiar with the Winston dictionary, having used it 
exclusively in the classroom. 
The conclusions drawn are that children do not gain 
or acquire speed when locating words in one dictionary, then 
another. That there is no significant increase of speed as 
a result of having used Webster or Winston dictionary first. 
Children use either dictionary without a significant loss of 
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TEST CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
========~-=-==-=-=-=~~-=-==~==============================================~======== 
48 
Selection of Words fr om Bas i c Vocabularies Showing 
Alphabe tic Sequenc e of Letters, Dictionary Page 
for Webster and Winst on 
A Webster Winst on 
ache accrue ¥a cquaint accr ~ cconite 
accustom a c crue 6 acquaint ac cr 7 acconite 
approximate approve 32 arbitrate apposite 37 April 
appo intment application31 appr oval appease 36 apportionmer t 
aviation av . 45 awakening aut o truc k 54 avoirdupois 
avoid av . 45 awakening auto truck 54 avoirdupois 
B 
badge bacon 48 bake backstay 58 bagpipe 
balcony baker 49 balloon bah 59 balderdash 
boulder Boreas 75 bound Borneo 94 Boulogne 
bounce Boreas 75 bound bounce 95 bow 
butcher burn 87 butte burr 111 butler 
butter butter 88 Byzantine butter 112 by 
0 
calico Cain 90 calisthenics calf 116 callous 
casserole case 100 cast casehardenl27 cast 
c loister clinic 121 c loth climb 152 close 
commercial comforter 129 commission c ommandantl62 commission 
curious cup 162 current burie 201 c~ve 
customary curriculuml63 cut curvet 202 cutlet 
49 
Webster Winston 
D Page Page 
decorate deck 171 deduct decorate 212 deep 
descend depredationl78descendant deputation220 descendent 
disaster dis 187 discharge disarmament232disclosure 
discipline disciple 188 discredita- disarmament232disclosure 
bly 
double done 197 double quick don't 244 double 
dumb duce 203 dun duckling 252 dun 
E 
embark embankment212 emerg ency elusive 264 embrasure 
embrace embankment212· emergency elusive 264 embrasure 
electric eighty 209 electricallyelder 261 electromag-
net ism 
elevate electrician210elevation electro- 261 eligible 
motive 
exhaustion execrable 226 exile exempt 282 exercise 
extraordi- extraordi-230 Ezra extinction286 eye 
nary nary 
F 
fascinate fancy 234 Fascist .fang 291 fashionable 
fawn faun 236 federal faultfind-293 feature 
er 
forge foreigner 253 forgot foretaste 315 forlorn 
fortune fortune 255 foxglove Forth, 317 found 
Firth of 
fraction foxhound 256 fraud foyer 319 Francis 
1 frigate freshet 258 frog frequent 322 fright 
G 
gasoline gangplant 264 gate Garfield 332 gasoline 
'I genuine gentry 267 giant Genoa 336 Georgia 
glacier girl 267 gleam given 340 glaring 
I glue glean 270 gluten globular 342 gluten · 
!1 go~ernment govern ;2·'74 grammarian govern 348 
UlJ ui..d.rulce 282 1J111IDY=- ---J.l.i..d.anc..e 
Webster Winston 50 
H Pag e Pag e 
hare harangue 288 harmonize Hapsburg 366 Harlequin 
heather hearty 293 hedgerow heartache 372 heavy 
hippopotamushighly 298 hireling hight 379 hippopotamu:: 
horizon hopper 303 horseradish hop 386 horror 
hospitality horseshoe 304 house horse 387 host 
huddle house 305 hug housewife 389 huge 
I 
iceberg I 309 idealize ible 395 idea 
ignition identical 310 Ill. i.e. 397 Illinois 
important importance314 improvement impish 402 impracticabJ e 
independenceindention 319 indignantly indelible 410 Indian 
island irreclaim-333 isosceles irritation433 issue 
able 
ivory isotherm 334 ize iss us 434 izzard 
J 
jet Jeremiah 337 jingo jejune 438 jet 
jewel Jeremiah 337 jingo jetsam 439 jinni 
job jinn 338 Jones jinrikisha440 join 
journey jonquil 339 juicy joiner 441 joy 
jubilant jonquil 339 juicy joyful 442 jugular 
justice jujitsu 340 jux.taposi- junta 444 kale 
K 
kennel keepsake 342 kibe keeper 446 kettledrum 
kerosene keepsake 342 kibe keeper 446 kettledrum 
kindergartenkick 343 king Kiel 448 kindness 
knelt kingbird 344 knicker- kith 450 knob 
I booker 
II 
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L Page Page 
laboratory kohlrabi 346 labyrinthic Kurdistan 453 lacerate 
launch lateen 351 laurel lattice 460 law 
sail 
library librarian 358 lifter levy 468 Libyan Desert 
liberty ·levee 35~ Liberty levy 468 Libyan Desert 
Island 
lye lurid 370 lyrically lurid 484 lyric 
luxury lurid 370 lyrically lurid 484 lyric 
M 
I memory membrane 386 merchant member 505 memhaden 
miracle mint 393 miser miracle 515 miser 
mortal Morse 401 mote morris 525 moss 
motion moth 402 mountain mossy 526 motto 
lion 
murder multimil- 405 mushy murmny 530 musketeer 
lionare 
mystery mute 407 mythology muster 532 mythology 
N 
neon neighbor- 412 neuter negress 538 nestle 
hood 
nervous neighbor- 412 neuter negress 538 nestle 
hood 
noble nip 415 nominative nitrous 543 nomenclature 
notch northeaster417noteworthy Northern 546 note 
Ireland 
number nothing 418 number novitiate 548 numerical 
numerator numberless420 NZ novitiate 548 numerical 
0 
obedience p 421 obligation 0 550 obituary 
obscure obligation422 obstruction obs . 552 obtuse 
1. organize ore 430 ornate orderly 562 orient 
11 ornament ore 430 ornate orient 563 orthopedic 
1
1 opponent opossum 428 Orange Riveropenhand- 559 opportunity 
Colon~ &d . 
lj opport~i ty opossum 428 Or~nfe iveropenhand- 559 opportunity 
o on._y_ ed 
Webster Winston 
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p Page Page 
pact p 437 page pachyderm 5 72 page 
parachute papaw 441 parallel papery 577 parallax 
pitch pious 462 pitcher 
plant 
Pis a 606 pith 
pioneer pin 461 pioneer pinkeye 605 pirouette 
promontory profound 486 promote Prometheus637 pronounce 
protect prospective489prove prospect 640 protestant 
Q 
quarry Quaker 497 quarter qualifica-651 quarter 
tion 
quaver quarter- 498 question- quarter- 652 queer 
deck naire deck 
quiet queue 499 quip quell 653 quill 
quill queue 499 quip quell 653 quill 
quotient quire 500 quotient quotable 655 rack 
quota quire 500 quotient quilt 654 quota 
R 
resent resemble 522 resort repugnance682 reservatio 
resign resemble 522 resort reserve 683 resolute 
remembrance remembrance518renounce reload 677 remit 
reminiscent · remembrance518renounce reload 677 remit 
rural rupture 539 .rye runabout 706 rush 
rustle rupture 539 rye rush 707 sabbatical 
s 
satisfaction Sargasso 546 Saudi Arabiasardine 715 satrap 
Sea 
sauce Sargasso 546 
Sea 
Saudi Arabiasatura te 716 savory 
shield shellac 567 shingle sheeting 743 shield 
II snare snap 586 snout snail 767 sniffle 
,I suspect surveying 628 swabber suspect 816 swab 
I 
11 suspicious surveying 628 swabber suspect 816 swab 
sos ~on Uni\~r~Jty 







I Webster Winston 53 
I T Page Page 
II tease tease 640 tear teacher 830 Te Deum 
!J telescope tease 641 television tedious 831 tell 
!i thermometer theology 647 Thess. there- 839 thick 
a bouts 
ll through threadbare650 through throat- 843 thumbscrew 
'I latch 
jl trans port translucent664trap transom 860 travail 
I trudge trousseau 671 trumpet troth 869 true. 
I u 
li unaccustomedUlysses 679 unbolt ultimo 879 unavailing 
1 understand undersign 682 unearth under- 882 undertake 
I umpire 
garment 
Ulysses 679 unbolt ultimo 879 unavailing 
11 usual Ural 689 usury U.S.N. 891 vacation 
utensil Utah 690 vagrant U.S.N. 891 vacation 
utter Utah 690 vagrant U.S.N. 891 vacation 
I 
' v 
I va:ation Utah 690 vagrant U.S. N. 891 vacation 
vacant Utah 690 vagrant U.S.N . 891 vacation 
I I vegetable vat 693 venal vat 895 velocity 
vend 694 verb venture 897 vermiform venture 
vibrate vex 697 Victoria vested 899 vicarious 
Falls 
vivid vision 700 vocabulary vitiate 904 volcano 
I 
I w 
weather weal 711 wedding weal 915 web 
wedge wedge 712 weir webbed 916 weight 
weight wedge 712 weir webbed 916 weight 
1 
welcome weird 713 Wesley weighty 917 I welterweightj 
wreath wound 727 wrinkle wreak 934 write 
II 
wreckage wound 727 wrinkle wreak 934 write 
.,......__ 
Webster Winston 54 
X Page Page 
I 
xylophone wrist 728 xylophone writer 935 xylophone 
I y 
yacht y 729 yellow y 936 year 
yawn y 729 yellow y 936 year 
yield yellow 730 young yearbook 937 yodel 
fever 
yodel yellow 730 young yearbook 937 yodel 
fever 
young yellow 730 young yoke 938 Yugoslav 
fever 
z 
zeal youngster 731 zephyr yarn writer 935 xylophone 
zipper zeppelin 732 zwieback zinnia 940 zwieback 
zone zeppelin 732 zwieback zinnia 940 zwieback 




























Guide Words in List As They 
Appear in Dictionary 



















Alphabetical Rotat i on of Letters for Determining 
Selection of Words for Tests 





A B C D - E F G H 
I J K L - M N 0 P 
Q R S T - U V W X 
y - z 
Rotative Order of 
and E- U. Beginning 
Dictionar,;y:: 
to end of dictionary. 
Letters R-B and V-F. End to beginning of dictionary. 
56 
Letters K- S and 0-W. Middle, beginning, end of dictionary . 
Letters L-D and P-H. Middle, end, beginning of dictionary . 
Rotative Order of Letters for Words in Tests: 
Test I. II. III. IV. v. VI. VII. VIII. 
A. R. K. L . E. v. o. P. 
I. J. c. T. M. N. G. X. 
































Alphabetical Division of Word List 
A B C D 
I J K L 


































































E F G H 
M N 0 P 










































satisfaction shield suspect weather wedge wreath 
sauce snare suspicious weight welcome wreckage 
T X 
tease thermometer trudge xylophone 
telescope through transport 
y z 
yacht yield young zeal zipper 







DDRECTIONS FOR AD~!CNISTRATION OF TESTS 
"Today we are to have a new type of test. It is sometbi.ng 
you have not done defore. All the other boys and girls in 
Grade V and VI will do it • tz .. 
It is a test to determine~ ability for looking up words 
in the dictionary. I shou~ke .to know how well and how 
rapidly boys and girls can lo~ate words. 
We shall use two dictioBEries. 
Will you. place your diction~ on your desk. 
Now take "this" dicti.onary ( opposite one) and place it- on 
the other side of your desk. 
You will need to use both dictionaries, fiPst one then the 
other. 
I will pass the tests. 
Wait until we are all ready. 
Fill in the information at the top of the p~e. 
Now-6-- Look at the 11Sample page" to see how you are to 
proceed. We will do this word together. 
The word is "baseball". · 
When I say ready startt_look the word up in your dictionary 
as fast as you can. "GU" ( wait imtil all have found it.) 
"What page is the word Baseball on? That is right. Writ.e it 
the page number in the Colunm Marked "Page" Look at. the 
board • • What number is recorded ? Write · it in the colwm 
marked "Time. n It is the number of seconds you needed to 1:*: 
look up the word. 
Do you understand how to,proceed? 
You will write down the page Il1il.Illber, then you will look 
at the board, Ishall be recording the time• ?I will use 
seconds. . 
Write the l.ast number you see in colunm 2 on you test. Then 
immediately continue to the next word. Do the same for 
each word, an the list • 
Are there any questions 7 " ( answer any) 
• 
61 
" Wow turn to your first p~e of the test. 
The first word is (l ACHE I shall read each word on tlm 
page. ( ACCUSTOM 
Look at each word as I read it. 
(Repeat These directions) 
11 Begin with the firs-t word( ACHE 
( ACCUSTOM 
look it up. Write down the page number; then the time 
Then irmnediate1y proceed to the next word· and do the saJE 
ll!! not .§!gn around but take OJ!Lword aa.K the o"t~ • 
Keep working until. you have completed al1 the words on 
this page. 
Wait quietly if you finish bef'ore others." 
(Record the time every five (5) seconds until all have completed.) 
11 Now turn to list ( I Take your other Dictionary 
( II 
this time • You will do· exact1.y the same as you have jlmSt 
done, only using this dictionary 11 
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